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By Frederick Stallings

People start and end their day on their mobile phones. We share photos on them. We tweet on them. And we carry
them everywhere: in our pockets, bags, or simply in the palm of our hands.

Mobile is now taking on television. We spend more time chatting, texting and surfing on our mobiles each day than
we do pinned to the sofa absorbed by the boob tube, according to a recent study from Millard Brown.

Possibilities not remote
In a sense, our mobile phones are the remote controls of our lives, and rich data about location, social activity, and
personal habits is constantly being generated. It is  the kind of intelligence that TV and online ad buyers would love
to get their hands on to improve the accuracy of their ad purchasing and targeting and ensure that their ads are being
delivered in the manner and at the moment that they will be most welcomed.

And that is why technologists are working overtime to figure out a way to make the link and create more advertising
value for mobile devices.

But what I am really curious about is what happens after the connection is made. In other words, if we could access
mobile data to inform other-screen buying, what would that look like? In what ways could the small screen make
bigger screen experiences better?

Let us walk through a hypothetical.

You go into your favorite shoe store looking for boots. Technology embedded in your phone such as Apple's
iBeacon or Qualcomm's Gimbal picks up precisely where you are standing in the store.

That information is collected and relayed so that brands can send you hyper-targeted, location-based messages,
such as letting you know that the boots in the next aisle are on sale. Pretty cool. But that is where the dialogue ends
right now.

Taking the right steps
What if brands could keep the conversation going? So when you get home and hop on your tablet or laptop, an offer
for those boots you were eyeing would show up, along with an interactive catalog of sizes and colors.

How about TV? Using mobile data to inform TV ad buying is a little OK, a lot more complicated. Let us take it step by
step:

Step #1: The shoe brand collects the location and user-input data generated by your mobile device in the shoe store
and other potentially valuable inputs.
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and other potentially valuable inputs.

Step #2: That information is organized into a profile of all of your characteristics: age, race, location, income level,
gender and traffic patterns.

Step #3: Your profile is matched to similar profiles that are grouped together in a micro-segment.

Step #4: The shoe brand accesses set-top box data about the TV viewing habits of your micro-segment.

Step #5: The shoe brand uses that data to buy ad time within the TV shows most popular with your micro-segment.

Meaning that the shoe brand may discover that people with a profile similar to yours love blacklist and choose to buy
ads in that show to give the brand the best chance of reaching in-market consumers.

THIS AMAZING link between mobile data about physical movements and interactions to other-screen advertising is
just starting to intrigue marketers.

Clearly, this will be an immense opportunity for advertisers to deepen one-to-one connections with consumers, and
deliver ads to the people who are already thinking about their or their competitor's products.

You could say that advertisers will get the chance, for the first time, to get off on the right foot with the right audience.

Frederick Stallings is senior director for mobile product strategy at Collective, New York. Reach him at
fstallings@collective.com.
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